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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0900973A2] The floodlight comprises a separate blind (6), arranged between a light element and a light disk, and comprises at least
one carrying arm (7) led through an aperture of a reflector. A radial outward directed end section of the carrying arm is a plug (8) arranged with its
side facing the reflector in a plug recording (11) formed at the reflector rear side, and which is held in the plug recording. The floodlight comprises a
reflector (1), light disk (2) covering the reflector, and a light element (4) inserted in an aperture (3) of the reflector. A blind (6) formed as a separate
part, is arranged between the light element and the light disk, and comprises at least one carrying arm (7) which is led through the aperture of the
reflector. The carrying arm borders with a radial outward directed end section at a plot surface area (9) of the reflector rear side, and is clamped
between a holder ring (10) and the reflector rear side. The radial outward directed end section of the carrying arm is a plug part (8) which is
arranged with its side facing the reflector in a plug recording (11) formed at the reflector rear side, and which is held in the plug recording.
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